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Freshmen
Reflect on
First
Semester
By Ruth L. Tisdale
Hilltop Staff Writer
This year, incoming freshmen faced some of the same
difficulties that freshmen
classes faced in previous years.
Along with the normal
homesickness and coping with
the new environment, the
shortage of housing caused
many freshmen to be placed
into triples, which meant
adj usting to two roommates
instead of one.
Many incoming freshmen
had a hard time making the
adjustment from living at
home with parents to living in
a dorm with roommates.
Eric Borden, a freshman
electrical engineering major,
said that it was a dramatic
transition from living at home
and living on his own.
"Since I am from Detroit, I
was used to the big city,"
Borden said." The biggest
thing that I had to adjust to
was living on my own and having my own responsibilities."
Saajida Atlas, a freshman
business management major,
said that the biggest adj ustment was living with roommates.
"Sharing a room with
other people and adapting to
other people's needs," Atlas
said. ''That was something that
I was not use to, and that was
actually harder to get use to
tl1an anything else."
Other fresh men had no
problems adjusting to living

See FRESHMEN page A6
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Students Look at
New Year's Resolutions
By Paris McCoy

Fe,.a Malil<idogo, a J unior
Communications major, made one
of the more traditional resolutions.
The history of the New Year's
"My resolution is to ,~ri< out
Resolution dates back to the · at least three times a week and so
Babylonians.
far I have been doing well,"
The Babylonians oelebrated Malikidogo said. '1 think that a resthe ~ recorded New Years festi- olution's success depends on the
val in March 0\/el' four thousand person and their ability to apply
years ago fur the excitement of the change to their life."
new famling season.
"My resolution. is to read my
For the Babylonians, their res- Bible daily and oompletely read it
olutions started simple: the most before 2004. I feel that I need to
popular ,resolumature spiritually
tion was to return
and grow closer to
bonvwed fann
God," says Nia
equipment
Stephens, a junior
As
years
Public Relations
have oome and
Major.
gone,
people
Some stuhave adopted
dents feel that a
more challenging
resolution
for
resolutions such
change is not just
as saving money,
resel\'00 for New
Graphic couriesy ofhr.pi11.cdu Year; it can be
quitting drinking
or smoking. finding a
made at anytime.
new job, or purcha.5ing expensive Bernard White, a Senior Health
items.
Administration Major feels that a
For some students here on mind for change is good year
campus the idea of a New Year's round
Resolution is so cliche that most
"I think that New Year's
students did not bother to make a Resolutions are pointless because
people mah-e them just to make
resolution fur 2003.
"I don't make New Year's them.
Resolutions because I usually don't
I figure, if there is something
keep them. I think its kind ofsuper- that needs to be dlanged in your
ficial," says Ni«lle Porther, a Junior life, why wait for the New Year,
Biology Major.
impll'.)\<e life right away," White
Porther is not alone in how said
she feels, F.ril<a Evans, a Freshman
Other students said they
International Business, does not resolve to succeed academically,
make new years oonunitments.
find housing for ne.,t year, manage
"People make them (resolu• finances better, meetsomeoneand
tionsJ and never krep them. I did- start a new relationship, or mend a
n't make one tins year," Porther old broken relationship.
said
.
While others vowed to cook
Although a number of stu- more, ach'l!OOl a hidden tnlent, to
dents may feel that the life behind indulge in a hobby, to graduate(for
resolutions is dead, there are those seniors), to gain better organizastudents who feel tliat resolutions tion skills, kill the disease of procan still be made and aocom- crastination, and the list can go on
plished.
andon.
Hilltop Staff Writer
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Pho10 by Melanie Nesbit

Members of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority converged on Howard 's campus for their 90th
Anniversary on Friday. The organization gave $1 million to the Howard University
" Capital Campaign." Above two members shop for paraphernalia In Blackburn.

Deltas Give $1 Million to
Howard's Capital Campaign
By Ruth L. Tis dale
Hilltop Staff Writer
Members of Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority, celebra ted the
organization's 90th anniversary over the weel<end.
As a part of the four-day
celebration, the national
p resident of the sorority,
Gwendolyn Boyd, presented
Howard Un iversity President
H. Patrick Swygert with a
check for $1 million as an
endowed scholarship.
Boyd said she· hopes
Howard University and Delta
Sigma Theta will continue the
legacy left by the fou nding
members.
The organization was
founded on Howard's campus.
"It is only fitting that we

return to the site of the orga- this event," Joi Alexander,
nization's beginning, Howard president of Alpha Chapter,
University, to mark this a us- said. " It is significant that we
picious occasion," Boyd said. have the event here at
President Swygert said Howard so that people can
the organization's presence get a sense of Howard and the
gave credence to the belief history of the sorority.•
that service, commi tmen t,
Shameeka Scott, a senior
and loyalty has not died.
system computer science
"This organization has major, said that accommolong been a great contributor dating everyone who attendof time and resources to local, ed the event was one of the
national and global commu- harder aspects of planning
nities," Swygert said. "This the event
gift is an investment in the
"We wan ted to make sure
future leaders who will that the event was smooth for ·
emerge from ou r great insti- everyone who participated,•
tution."
Scott said. • Working with
Over 900 chapters sent different people outside of
representatives to attend the the organization, along with
celebration.
trying to accommodate peo"We eiqiected over 1,500 ple who had special needs,
people to show up from
across the country to attend

See DELTA page A6

UGSA Trip: More Students Bemoan High
Tuxt Book Prices
Than Just Skiing
By Danielle Scruggs
Hilltop Staff Writer

By Darby Ba h a m
Contributing Writer
Ski gear is requ ired- a
jacket, cap, gloves and scarf.
Feet should be secured fitted
to skis. Then, prepare to fly
down a steep slope, and land
perfectly on your feet. This is
an experience that Heather
Hairston eagerly awaits.
"I am so excited and filled
wi th anxiety to go down those
slopes," Hairston said.
The
senior
Rad io Television-Film major will be
attending this year's ski trip,
which is sponsored by the
Undergraduat e
St uden t
Assembly. The ski group will
travel to the Friar Tuck Inn
and Resort in Catskill, New
York.
UGSA is sponsoring t he
trip in order to give s tud ents
the opportu nity to experience
wha t Donneisha Taylor , a
sophomore from Oakland,
CA, experienced last year.
"I had so much fun on the
trip . UGSA had somethi ng
planned for every minute of
the day, like pool parties and
shopping, and there was a
party every night ," Taylor
said.
This year's trip will be
from January 17-19. So far,
fifty-five students will be
going to New York. They will
get a chance to eiq>erience 53
slopes that range in difficulty,
from beginner to advanced,
but can go up to as high as a

time to start a new semester.
However, some of the
Howard University Bookstore
Buying textbooks can be a employees are working to allevifrustrating e:-.-perience for some ate some of the stress that
people, with the long lines tl1at comes with pu rchasing textsometimes snake from the reg- books.
isters to the alwnni sweatshirt
Of course, preparing for
rack, high priced textbooks class means heading over to the
ranging from $40 to upwards of Howard University Bookstore,
$145, and the fact
also known as the
that sometimes the
HUB, and buying
books the students
books for those ·
need are not even See how the HU classes.
available.
Moniq u e
Bookstore
the HUB's
prices compare Mozee,
And it is that
marketing manager,
to onli ne book said that the book
time of year again,
when one has to
sellers.
shortage is "a probpu t to bed fond
lem we face each
memories of sleepsemester. There are
ing until 2 p.m.,
m any factors that
u nwrapping Christmas gifts, contribute to the p roblem, like
and New Year's Eve parties; it is not receiving book adoption

•• 111111.
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Above, UGSA works at a
meeting. They will host a
ski trip this semester.

160 0 ft vertical drop.
UGSA coordinator Larry
Brown Jr. stated that attendees will have much more to
do than skiing for the three
nights and two d ays that they
will be at the resort.
"St udents will have the
opportunity to do activities
such as paint ball, horse back
riding, driving snow-mobiles,
snow-boarding, snow-tubing,
ice skating, ATV rid es, a nd of
cou rse parties will be held
every night," said Brown .
"There will also be a comedy
show."
For those students who
are planning on taking t he
op portunity to actually ski,
there are d ifferent levels for
the skiers. There are begin-

See UGSA page A6
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PholO by Maya Gilliam

Students wait patiently to mke a purchase at the Howard
Bookstore

fom1s from the faculty in time,
and the times when books are
"print-in -demand,"
which
means that the book is only

available if the store calls the
publisher directly and request

See BOOKSTORE page A6

Bison Weighing In

Cloning at Center of Controversy on Campus
By Amie McClain
Hilltop Staff Writer
According to believ'ers of a
religious sect known as the
Raelian movement, space
aliens created the h uman race
through cloning.
A couple belonging to this
sect has allegedly cloned the
first hu man baby. However,
the parents of this clone are
refusing to allow scientists to
perform any DNA tests on the
newborn girl to confirm

whether she is, in fact, an exact
replication of her mother.
This claim has sparked
fierce criticism from scientists
and lawm akers who believe
that p ublic reaction might
delay research ~imed at curing
diseases.
The complexity of this
story is compounded by the
resignation of science journalist, Michael A. Guillen.
He was an employee of
Clonaid, a private cloning company. Guillen was hired, along

with a team of independent scientists, to conduct DNA tests
on the baby and her mother.
Guillen, who agreed to
oversee DNA tests on the 12day baby, ended his participation a week ago, saying the
entire project might be a sham.
"It's still entirely possible
that Clonaid's announcement
is part of an elaborate hoax
inte nded to bring publicity to
the Raelian
movement,"
Guillen said.
According to a recent arti-

.'-

cle in the New York Times,
Ra ndall Prather, a medical
doctor a t the University of
Missouri, is a strong critic of
human cloning and does not
think it is even possible.
"Until there is compelling
and scientifically validated evidence that the situation is different in hum an embryos, it is
grossly
irresponsible
to
attempt to clone children,"
Prather said. •Apparently, no

See CLONE page A6
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OSI-N ESS
State Farm Provides New Financial Services for Students
By Ashley Kelly

Hilltop Staff Writer
The once vacant office
beside the I-Lab has become
the home of State Farm insurance company that provides
services for the surrounding
community.
The owner, Maxwell James,
a Howard alumnus, said he
opened on Howard's campus
for many reasons. 'The main
reason is to help serve a group
that is not adequately served students and faculty. The surrounding neighborhood's gradual rejuvenation helped James
make his decision as well.
"The area is going through
a rebirth and I saw a need to
serve the students and faculty
by helping them prepare for
retirement," he said.
Although one of James'
goals is to help Howard students and faculty prepare for
their retirement, most of the
current clicntele arc D.C residents. Students often stop by to
pick up pamphlets or to seek
employment.
Nerissa Perkins, a sophomore electrical engineering
major, is among the students
who picked up a pamphlet. She
said she had never considered
insurance until State Farm

·
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-

Phoco R)· MJr)',lfln Jame,

State Farm Agent Maxwell James goes over meeting dates for a potential client. James says
he hopes to bring more financial opportumtles to Howard's students and faculty.

opened its doors on December
2.
"Until the new office
opened beside the I-Lab, I really never thought about buying
health insurance for myself
because I am under my parents
insurance company."

Many students like Perkins
are able to use their parents'
insurance until the age of 21,
and in some cases 24. In contrast, for those students who do
not hold insurance, State Farm
offers health insurance specifically geared for them.

In order for students to
receive insurance, there is a
procedure that must be followed. Students meet with an
agent to discuss the student
health plan option, receive an
application and a price quote.
When the application is com-

plete, a payment called a premium, is sent in. Unlike other bills
that must be paid monthly, the
student health insurance plan
can be paid either every six
months or annually.
Beyond health insurance
there are a variety of resources
that can help students including, auto insurance, theft insura nce, mutual funds and banking services.
The new State Farm offers
student's jobs as well as insurance. Students can seek
employment with State Farm as
telemarketers or in the direct
mail sector of the company.
Despite the various services
available to students, some are
still skeptiml about the amount
of success that the insurance
company will have at Howard.
Adia Thomas, a sophomore
music theater major is one of
these people.
"I don't think many students will take advantage of
State Farm at this time in their
lives," she said. "It is just another bill to pay and attending
Howard as well as buying books
is expensive enough."
Nonetheless, James is optimistic about the new venture.
He believes that there are many
financial aspects of students'
lives that he can help take care

of that they usually do not consider, like retirement packages,
for example.
"One of my main goals is to
help people prepare for their
retirement and old age," James
said. "There are so many people
that do not do this and a~ a
result have to work other jobs at
an old age."

Business At
A Glance
State Farm
Insurance
o,vner:
Maxwell James, Agent
Address:
2301 Georgia Avenue
NvV, Suite R
(Next to the I-Lab)
Phone:
(202) 319-0005

Services Offered:
Student Health
Insurance
Auto Insurance
Theft Insurance
Mutual Funds
Student Credit Cards

Discovering How to Stretch Your Textbook Dollar
By Maryann James
Business Editor
There are many different alternatives for students who are trying to find textbooks for the new semester. Tackling with prices as
high $145 a book, many students try to take advanta~e of alternatives such as other university bookstores, online proVIders and students on campus. Online stores have become a new favorite for
many students, but shipping time and costs can lead students to

Book

Store

--·.,_

frustration.
So which places give students the best deal?
Here is a comparison of retail price, seller price, shipping cost
(and time) and total price of five books most Howard students use:
Bedford Guide for College Writers (English Composition);
Psychology: A Journey (Introduction to Psychology); and Mosaicos
(Spanish). Book prices were compared at five different book outlets,
Howard University's bookstore, half.com, amazon.com,
ecampus.com, and booksamillion.com.

Price

Shipping

52.75 (new)
39.50 (used)

none

56.10 (new)
53.86 (new)

57.95 (ne\v)
55.63 (new)
44.95 (new)

free
(3 to 7 days)
free
(3 to 7 days)

53.86

n/a

n/a

none

57.25
43.00

2.99
(4 to 8 days)
free
~(3
- to 7 days)
free
(3 to 7 days)
free
(3 to 7 days)

121.25 (new)
91.00 (used)
34.80 (used)*

amazon.com
'--

87.00 (new)*
83.52 (new)*
87.00 (new)*

PIK>to, cout1e\}" of http://\I. v. whow.ud.cdu, hup:/"'·\\ \l. ..1mvon.oom,hup:/,1l.1lf.cb;.,ycom.
hupJ/ww,uc•mrus.<010.and h11p://WW\\.b.11nm.oom.

A2

* Workbook not included.

By l.aur.t H1Jt1c,1on
0.iilv Mi,,issipp" •1 (U.
Mi.-;.,; i.ssippi)

(U-\VIRE) OXFORD,
:\li'-'J, - With no Irnqi "smoking gw1 oo fur, iu:ording IC'
U.N. wropons ia,pcctors, but
another potential <'0111lic1 brewing between the United Statt.,,;
imd Korth Korea, many pl'Ople
arc speculating about the
Al

currently not
available
57.25 (new)
43.00 (used)
33.34 (used)

Total

Economy
Shaky As
War
Threatens

none
2.99
(4 to 8 days)
free
(3 to 7 days)
free
(3 to 7 days)
free
(3 to 7 days)

56.10

36.33
57.95

-55.63
44.95
121.25
91.00

37.79
87.00
83.52
87.00

Data courtesy of http://www.bookstore.howard.edu and
http://allbookstores.com.
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St,,t
emerging from what economists cull .i mild recession
\>i1cre the job 11.1rkl't ,till looks
bleak for cnt,:y-lc\'tl college
"3du.1te<;.. Howc,-er, tins "ill be
a good )t.ir. "uot spoctncubr,
but a good )\,:1r• \\ith ,1 pro;cctt'Cl 3.5 p<.·rrent increase in
..American labor production
despite ·a lot of tll1<X'rtainl},..
smcc &'Pt 11 .:001.
}{en
Math~ny. anal)
fo ti c
)lacrocconomu:s Advisor,, a
~t.
Louis-based
private
t'eSl-arch group.
"TI1c outlook for th<' U.S.
t'<'Onomy is on the whole pretty
positivt\ and I ,u<;p<,ct that the
unc,11plO)mtnt mte will drop to
S JX'rccnt in the nPi.t year from
its current 6 perrent." Matheny

sai<l

=m

Tiiew numbers mav
like foreign roncems t~ 111,;m)
,tudenls. hut senior Jim ,Jacob,,
and his friends are t~'CiJ~ an
unwelcoming selection of
can>er opportunitie; whm they
gn1du.1te in May. A decreasing
unemplO)mmt rate could be
"hat they neoo.
"Ewiybody's looking for
jolr. and the joh mark, l is even
man.• and more cumpetitiw.
It's ll lot hard, r rif.ht now to gl'I
a job than four or th·c >~·ars ago
in the late '90s, e,-pccially hcing
a b1Lsiness major and !lying to
find ajob in the tiru,ndal se1,1ces aroa," said Jarobs, the Ole
Mi.ss btLsinc,s school pl'CSident
from Jackson "ho triple
majors in managerial finanre,
real estate, itLsurnnce and risk
managcm~nt.
-1 knew where I mu1ted to
go and what tyJ)t' ofjob I wanted. but the demand for it jU>1
\\\L'ill.l thcn.•.

11

See WAR page A6
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If Music be the
Food of Love ...
YOU'RE PROBABLY

STILL
HUNGRY

NBC NEWS ASSOCIATES PROGRAM
2003· 2004

WED-SAT

The NBC News Associates Program is ayear-long program designed to train aspiring
journalists to become network news producers. This program seeks diverse candidates
who are commined to broadcast news. This program is nol for those who wish to pursue
on-air jobs.

MUSIC
SCHEDULE:
WWW.KRAMERS.COM

REALMEALS
REAL LATE
OPEN 24 HRS
FRI & SAT

We are looking forward to recruiting lhe best and brightest for lhe 2003-2004 class. We
encourage you to read more about lhe program and lo apply online:
http:llwww.nbcjobs.com/News Associate Program.html

Please note: the application deadline is January 30th, 2003.

• BREAKFAST, LUNCH, DINNER
• OPENEARLY AND LATE
• SAT, SUN BRUNCH
• HAPPYHOUR 4-7
• COMPLETE BAR SERVICE

Questions about the program?
Please feel free to call 212-664-5111.

KRAMERBOOKS
, 1S17 CONN AVE, ACROSS
FROM DUPONT METRO, Q ST

•

~

&

afterwords
Cafe&Grill

UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH
AND CREATIVE PROJECTS

~~

The Office of the Provost announces a r esearch and
creative project competition for all Howard University
undergraduates in good academic standing.
Awards from $1.,000 to $2.,000 will b e given to support

students., project related expenses. Successful projects
will be featured in an awards ceremorty in 1nid-April.
•
•
•
•

Develop a new- idea for a research or artistic project
Explore career interests
Support independent study projects
Increase your exposure to topics related to your
special academic interests

Applications., guidelines., and regulatior1.s are available on
www. provost. howard.edu and in the Provost.,s Office.,
Deans., Offices., t!-1e iLab., and the Undergraduate Library.

J anuary 14, 2003
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PLEASE BE ADVISED THAT STUDENTS SEEKING
HOUSING FOR FALL 2003 A $200 ADVANCED RENT
PAYMENT IS DUE ON OR BEFORE MARCH 3, 2003.
YOUR PAYMENT MUST BE RECEIVED BEFORE YOU
CAN PARTICIPATE IN THE RSVP TO ACQUIRE HOUSING
FOR FALL 2003.
ALL STUDENTS ARE STRONGLY ENCOURAGED TO
UPDATE THEIR ADDRESS INFORMATION WITH
•

ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT
PRIOR TO MARCH 3, 2003

HOWARD UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF RESIDENCE LIFE

202.806-6131

htttp://www. howard. ed u/howard life/residence
A4
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CLONE from A1

WAR from A2
War could create a nar•
rowed job field because it fans
the flame of uncertrunty for
investors and consumers, said
Christopher Hanes, an Ole Miss
associate economics professor
who worked three years for the
Federal Reserve Board in
Washington, D.C.
•A lot of people think the
prospect of war is one of the
most important reasons for a
slow economic recD\'el)'; Hanes
said ibe main reason is that
the prospect of war may make
businesses more hesitant to
invest or to spend for a new plant
or equipment and to take on
new employees."
Wrth a similar scenario to
the l ~ l Gulf War, Hanes
pointed out that extremely conservative spending was the
result
An additional wony would
be skyrocketing oil prices due to
war in the fossil fuel-rich Middle
East This would also lend itself
to decreased consumer interest
because it would cost more to
ship goods.
How beneficial military
conflict could be for the U.S.
economy relies on how long it
lasts, said William Shughart, Ole
Miss economics professor who
worked for the Federal Trade
Commission during the Reagan
administration.
Current
Congressional
Budget Office projections on
military spending include a
defense budget increase from
199is $274 billion to $345 billion last year. This figure should
continue to grow, averaging
$387 billion over the next four
years until it reaches $4o8 billion in 2007.
"Generally speaking, war
seems to have positive effects in
the short run and negative
effects in the long run," Shughart
said
While wartime productivity
pulled the United States out of
the Great Depression and a 25
percent unemployment rate,
Shughart emphasized that 6o
years later, "there is not a catastrophe that would merit shifting
production to increase the output of these kinds of things
(defense spending) has to
reduce the amount of private
goods and services that are produced

"You can't have more guns
and SUVs," he said

BOOKSTORE from A1
the book. "111e books aren't sitting in storage somewhere."
Mozee also wanted students
to know that the bookstore does
not intend to make students'
lives more difficult.
"Sometimes the staff stays
extra hours just to make sure
students can get their books,"
Mozee said.
Some students have decided to find other ways of obtaining books, however. One popular source is the Internet, with
sites like Amazon.com and
BAMM.com offering cheaper
(albeit not much cheaper) textbook prices. "The first semester
I was here I spent too much
money on books. I spent $500;
said Ashantice Higgins, a senior
Biology major. "I get most of my
books from the Internet and
when I can't get them online, I
go to the bookstore.• Higgins
suggests that the bookstore
offers more used books so that
more students can afford them.
Although a track scholarship buys books for sophomore
COBIS major Nicholas Wright,
he still feels that textbooks are
overpriced. "I bought an economics book for $140 last
semester; they come out with a
new book every year. They're
already on their fourteenth edition! I don't have to pay for my
books, I borrow them more or

A6

Photo by Han'Cy Jtn.kil1s

President Swygert accepts a $1 million check, presented by Delta Sigma Theta at the 90th
anniversary celebration on campus Friday.

DELTA from A1
were the harder tasks in
planning the event."
During the ceremony,
the founding members'
vision of academic excellence and public service
were expressed, in addition
to the sorority's history.
"On January 13, 1913,
22 women founded Delta
Sigma Theta, with a vision
of excellence that has
inspired over 200,000 sisters across the world,"
Alexander said.
Many of the Delta
Sigma Theta alumna who
attended the ceremony
were motivated by Boyd
and other speaker,s.
"It was inspiring to

bear of the many positive
things th at Delta s isters are
doing," Kimberly WilsonPeyton, a 2000 Howard
alumni, said. " It is good
that Delta members who
did not attend Howard
could see where the founding members established
our sorority.•
Ursula Hill, a 1987
alumni
from
Virginia
Union University, said that
the event was a great
opportunity to see where
the sorority was established.
"Because of the pilgrimage, I was able to be
on the grounds where our
founders established this
sorority, • Hill said. " It

was a great opportunity to
reaffirm my commitment
to Delta."
Consistent with its
founding principles of
service, members of the
organization engaged in
public service activities at
Howard
University
Hospital, Banneker High
School,
and
Gage
Eckington Middle School.
Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Inc., is the la rgest
Black Greek-letter organizati on and the largest
African-American women's
organization, having over
200,000 members in more
than
900
chapters
throughout the United
States and abroad.

FRESHMEN from A1

UGSA from A1
ning, intermediate, experienced and very experienced
levels. Lessons will even be
provided on the trip, as well
as ski rental for those who do
not own their own skis.
Why a ski trip? Brown
maintained that the trips help
to dispel the stereotype that
black people do not ski. '
"UGSA has sponsored this
trip for about 6 or 7 years
now, and we see it as a way of
providing an outlet for stu-

less but if I had to pay for them,
I would be mad."
As for the cost of textbooks,
Mozee said the te.xtbook industr)' does not offer very competitive prices. Textbook prices are
pretty much the same across the
board. However, Mozee pointed
out that '"buy-back oppo1tunities help defray the costs of textbooks" and encourages students
to take advantage of selling their
books back to the bookstore.
Renee Melette, a sophomore English major from New
York, sells her books to fellow
st11dents "so they can get their
books cheaper and save some
money. I didn't know that the
bookstore bought books back."
Although Melette thinks the
bookstore's prices are too high,
she has had no problem with
finding the books she needs for
her classes.
Roger C. Hailstork, the
Academic Resources Manager
of the HUB, explained that there
are many factors that determine
how much a book costs. '111e
bookstore only gets a small percentage of the money. The
industr)' standard is 20 percent.
For example, if a we buy a book
for $So, we ha,•e to sell that
book for $ 100 to pay for the
return cost if we have to ship
back unused books, the freight
cost, and the expense of running
the store. Also, the publishers

scientists have had access to
the alleged family, and therefore cannot verify firsthand
the claim that a human baby
has been cloned.•
Clonaid's chief executive,
Dr. Brigitte Boisselier, stated
last week that the parents of
the baby, called Eve, may
never allow genetic testing
because a Florida lawyer
asked a court in Broward
County, Fla., to appoint a
guardian for the baby.
According to an article in the
New York Times, Boisselier
said the parents feared that
testing could lead to legal
actions to taking the baby
from them.
Several Howard students
are strongly against the idea of
cloning. Rasaan Rohan, a senior health management major,
believes cloning is detrimental
to society.
"We are one step closer to
the complete destruction of
humanity as we know it,"
Rohan said. "Cloning goes
against any form of major religion or ethics. It dehumanizes
the god-given ability for
women to reproduce naturally."
Business marketing student Joshua Mercer, questions the morality of the situation.
"Birthing a child is a privilege from God. A clone baby
is unusual, and it is so far
from the norm; it's like an
alien," Mercer said. "How can
doctors not be able to run tests
on it, especially in this day and
age?"
Religious leaders on cam•
pus are raising the similar
questions. Valerie Colter, a
Rankin Memorial Chapel
Assistant, believes cloning

dents to get exposure to dif- Hairston said. "Plus, I want to
ferent things or maybe recap brush up on my ski ing skills."
shining moments from when
The event is sold out.
they may have gone to a resort Tickets were sold through
before," Brown said. "There Cramton Auditorium, at the
are people on this campus prices of $215 for a four-bedwho have gone skiing before. room space, $239 for a triple,
Black people are filled with and $249 for a double. UGSA
different interests."
is only accepting ticket stubs
"I had a great time when I for balances, and they encour•
went on the trip my freshman age anyone who has not
year. Since it's my senior year, turned in their stub to do so
I wanted to go all out and have immediately.
fun again with my friends,"
are limiting our ability to sell
used books by producing new
editions and invalidating all the
other editions that came out
before them, or by adding CDROM's to the new books."
Hailstork also explained
why the books that students
need are not. always available.
"The faculty has to adopt a book
and tell us which book they will
be using for a class. We require
the faculty to turn in their forms
by the October deadline [for the
spring semester] and by March
[for the fall semester]. If adoptions come in late, we don't
know if the book will be used,
and we cannot order the books
until we receive those forms."
Mozee added, "Sometimes
the teachers can do everything
correctly, and tl1ey still might
not know that a book is out of
print or out of stock. So tl1at
causes delays as well."
Another reason why book
shortages occur is when the
bookstore orders more books
than are necessary for a class.
When the books are sent back,
Hailstork C.\.l)lained, the bookstore is given a rating by the
company it bought the books
from. The next time the bookstore orders books from that
particular company, the compa•
ny .will not fill the bookstore's
order completely, because taking the books out of inventory

and sending them back causes
the company to lose money.
Hence, there might be empty
spaces on the shelf where one's
psychology or anthropology
textbook was supposed to be.
Some students take the
bookstore experience in stride.
Freshman Kyrah Bacote, a nursing major, said, "There's no
other alternative to get the
books, so even ifl didn't like it, I
wouldn't have had a choice."
Bacote suggested that one way
to improve the book-buying
process would be to save time by
giving students a list of the
books they need while they register for their classes. Hailstork
offered a similar suggestion, the
textbook reservation system, for
the entire university. Right now,
only the dental school employs
tllis process. What happens is
that the bookstore and the
deans of the school have a meeting, discuss the class schemes
for all freshmen, sophomores,
and jwliors, and package all the
books the students will need for
the year into one box. That way,
the students can pre-pay for all
of their books before school
starts, and they can pick up their
book box without any hassle.
However, Hailstork added
another key point- that in order
for this plan to work, orientation
would need to be sooner.
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away from home and being on
their own. Alexis Logan, a
freshman political science
major, said tl1at it was eaSY for
her to adjust to life away from
home.
"Because I did not have my
parents there to wake me up
and make sure tliat I was doing
my work, there was plenty of
temptation to not work hard or
to not go to class," Logan said.
"I knew that I had to stay
focused and not go out every
night. Instead of going to Club
UGL, I went to Founders
[Library]." Logan had a 3.82
grade point average for the fall
semester.
Chris Agard, freshman
bi'llogy major, said that he had
to yell at himself in order to get
up for class. "Sometimes I did
not make it to class because I
overslept," Agard said. "I had to
just keep yelling at myself
because there was no one else
there to wake me up but
myself."
Another thing tliat freshmen
had to adjust to was life in D.C.
and all of the extracurricular
activities that Howard had to
offer.
"When I got here, I saw so
many things that I wanted to
do and, I tried to do as many
extracurricular activities as
possible," said Borden. "I
joined the National Society of
Black Engineers, the School of
Engineering mentor program,
and volunteered on the homecoming
committee.
But
because I did all of these things,
I did not have enough time to
study as much as I should have,
and my grades suffered."
Vonte Boyd, a junior AfroAmerican studies major and
second year resident assistant,
said that this year's incoming
freshmen became too involved
with all of the other aspects of
Howard other than studying.
"The freshmen this year are

goes against God's will as stated in the Bible.
"God has created each and
everyoneofusin his image, so
we shouldn't turn around and
tr)' to imitate his work,• Colter
said.
Aurellia Anderson, a senior psychology major, believes
that cloning is wrong as well,
but feels that the parents
should not be forced to have
DNA testing performed on the
baby.
"I don't agree with cloning
because you are taking the
Divinity out of creation of
life," Anderson said, • As a
Christian, that's my source for
Who is to create what. If we
were given tools to procreate,
why would someone go and
find some other method to
create the life."
Rob Lilly, a senior mar•
keting major, agrees with
most of the clone critics that
authorities should make the
parents hand the baby over for
DNA analysis to test the validity of the clone claim.
"That baby is a scientific
experiment,"
Lilly said.
"They(the parents) should
have known what the repercussions were going to be.
They [Clonaid's]broadcast
that non sense on
However, senior finance
major, Drew Romear disagrees.
"That's a private issue. If
they don't feel like their child
should be tested, the child
shouldn't be tested. No one
would want to be tested for no
reason," Romear remarked.
The vice president of
Clonaid is scheduled to appear
in court on Jan. 22 according
to an Associated Press report.

definitely more energetic and
have more school spirit, but
they have a hard time going to
class and studying," Boyd said.
• Many of the freshmen on my
floor are on academic probation because they would rather
go to clubs than study."
Incoming freshman this year
has been very different from
incoming freshman of last
year's class. "A lot of the guys
this year are quieter than the
guys from last year," said
Abiona Burrell, a junior information systems major and second year resident assistant in
Drew Hall. ''The guys this year
take advantage of the study
labs that are available to them.
They are also more well•
behaved than the guys from
last year."
Boyd, however, disagrees
that this class of freshman are
better than last year's freshmen.
• The freshman this year are
much more immature and
dependent than last year's
freshmen," Boyd said. Last
year's freshmen realiied that
they had a responsibility to
help out with the cost and
expenses of coming to Howard.
This year's freshmen, however,
just spend their parents money
and depend on them to help
with everything."
Resident Assistants agree
that freshmen have done vecy
well in adjusting to living with
two other roommates instead
of one.
" The girls adjusted well to living three to a room," Boyd said.
• With each girl bringing their
own TV, stereo, and computer,
the girls did well in living in a
confined space.•
Some freshmen are applying new strategies to be successful.
• For this semester I do not
want to procrastinate with
doing homework and have
quality study time," Agard said.
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Bee Gees Star
Hospitalized

After complaining of stomach pains on Thursday morning, 53-yea r-old Bee Gees
singer and bassist, Maurice
Gibb collapsed at his home.
Gibb was taken to a Miami hospital where he underwent surgery to remove an intestinal
blockage. During the operation
Gibb suffered a heart attack
and is now hospitalized in
Miami with his wife, Yvonne,
and his two children at his side
as he recovers.

Immigrants Rush
for Deadline

Brennan was neither drunk nor
dismayed when he requested
the job. Tattoo artist, Eric Blose
testified in the hearing for four
friends accused of mu ltiple
felonies for persuading homeless and underprivileged people
to
perform
stunts
for
"Bumfights"- a video sold on
the internet for twenty bucks.
Brennan not only tattcoed
the word on his forehead, but
engaged in a brawl with a good
friend and was left with a broken ankle, convinc;d he was
going to be a movie star.
Ryan McPherson, 19;
Zachary J3ubeck, 25; Daniel J.
Tanner, 21; and Michael
Slyman, 21, pleaded not guilty
to an array of charges including
solicitation of a felony and battery. Their lawyers' argument is
that as filmmakers, they
deserve the same protections as
big Hollywood filmmakers,
especially as the stunts were
done voluntarily.

Psycho
Psychiatrist

Under anti-terrorist laws
Richard
J.
Karpf,
introduced after September 11,
Psychiatrist, was arrested on
all immigrants to the United
Wednesday in Garden City,
States are required to register
N.Y. after trying to purchase a
with authorities at the
gun with silencer and 50
Immigration
and
rounds of ammunition from a
Naturalization
Service.
detective posing as an underThousands of over the age of 16
ground arms dealer.
immigrants from thirteen
The doctor had confided to
mainly Muslim countries
one of his patients that he
crowded offices nationally as
intended to kill up to six people
they tried to meet the deadline
and drop their bodies in to the
last Friday.
Atlantic. According to reports
Men from Pakistan and
from the investigating bureau,
Saudi Arabia have until 21
Karpf said he wanted to "shoot
February to register.
the people point-blank in the
Immigrants failing to regishead and the heart,"
ter may be arrested, or detained
Karpf, 50, has pleaded not
or deported if their visas have
guilty to charges of three counts
expired or they have violated
of weapons possession, but he
US immigration law.
is expected to be charged with
other crimes as the investigation progresses.

Marines
Dispatched

Illinois Death
Row Cleared

Following over 1,000 other
Marines already deployed from
the Camp Lejeune, NC base to
On Saturday, two days
the Persian Gulf region, about
before his term in office
7,000 Marines and fighter
expired, past Governor George
pilots from Seymour Johnson
Ryan commuted 167 inmates'
Air Force Base got orders to
death row sentences, emptying
ship out to the Gulf.
all of Illinois' death row. Ryan
The Marines will join a task
left office yesterday a hero to
force there consisting of
anti-death penalty advocates
infantry, tanks and supply spewith the most prevalent chalcialists and more.
lenge to capital punishment in
The amphibious dock ship,
years.
the USS Ponce and amphibious
Even while being charged
assault ship, the USS Saipan
in his own corruption investiwere also deployed from
gation, the former governor
Norfolk (Va.) Naval Station.
declared the death penalty
Already stationed in the
process "arbitrary and capriGulf is a unit meant for unloadcious, and therefore immoral."
ing supply ships and inspecting
Ryan had made a previous
equipment aboard five sh ips
attempt three years ago to
usually stationed in the
examine the fairness of the
Mediterranean Sea. One of
state systems' executions by
those ships contains a 500-bed
halting the process temporarily
hospital, as well as matting for
for analysis, but was opposed
constructing an airfield and
by prosecutors, the incoming
control tower.
governor and family or murder
victims.

Bush Extends
Une,nployment
Benefits

In the first accomplished
act of the new Republican
administration, President Bush
signed legislation that appends
an additional thirteen weeks of
state aid to the unemploy~d
who have used up their federally granted twenty-six weeks.
Although Democrats complained the measure fell short
of the necessary action, the
Labor Department assured that
at least the flow of benefits
would continue uninterrupted
given the timely signing of the
bill.

"Bumfight"
Tattoo
According to the tattoo
artist who did the job, Donald
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Teenager Kills
Roommate ivith
Cyanide
While they played video
games in his basement, Ryan
Furlough, 18, of Ellicot City,
Baltimore spiked his friend's
drink with cyanide he had
bought over the internet with
his mother's credit card.
The victim, Benjamin
Vassiliev, 17, died Wednesday
after suffering respiratory
arrest the Friday before from
drinking the poisoned soda.
According to police reports,
Furlough was in love with
Vassiliev's girlfriend and had
been contemplating the murder
since October.
Furlough was charged with
first degree murder and faces
reckless endangerment and
poisoning charges.

cean

ickness

By Sean Jackman

Hilltop Staff Writer
Many people are afflicted
with the malady "ocean sick•
ness•, hut what if your sickness
originated with the vessel
itself? For the th ird consecutive
week, passengers aboard a
cruise ship have complained of
ill feelings they obtained while
onboard.
One such cruise ship, the
Fascination, owned by Carnival
Cruise Lines, docked in Miami
Monday December 3. About
200 passengers and crew members complained of gastrointestinal pains upon disembarking. Over 1,000 people had
already complained of such
symptoms from hvo other ships
prior to this.
Health officials from the
federal Centers for Disease
Control in Atlanta are investigating to see if the Norwalk
virus, which attacked the first
1000 people, is also the culprit
in the latest sweep of sickness•
es.
Another Carnival Cruise
ship, )iolland America Line's
Amsterdam, stated that over
500 people fell victim to the
virus in its past four voyages.
Radisson Seven Seas
Cruises' ship, the Seven Seas
Mariner, reported a minor outbreak of suspected salmonella
when they too docked on
Monday at Port Everglades in
Florida. The bacteria reportedly
sickened over 20 of the over
1000 people on board.
Disney's cruise ship, the
Magic, reported nearly 500
passengers and crew falling ill
in their past two voyages.
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The Carnival Cruise ship, Destiny is one of the vessels
afflicted with a Norwalk outbreak.

An engine room fire blazed
in the Wind Song, owned by
Seattle based Windstar Cruises,
off the coast of Raiatea on
December 1. Though no one
was hurt, they have cancelled
seven Tahiti sailings because of
the event.
Another Carnival ship- the
Holiday- ran aground on a
sandbar
just
before
Thanksgiving off Mexico's
Yucatan Peninsula, forcing the
company to fly 2,000 passengers back to New Orleans.
Concerning
illnesses
onboard cruise lines, the
Centers for Disease Control
declares an outbreak once 3
percent or more of a cruise
ship's passengers or crew members get the illness. From
October to late December, more
than 1,500 passengers from
o,·er 24 outbreaks on cruise
ships leaving US Ports were
Jogged, over three times the
total for 2001 (seven) and

greater than the last four years
combined.
Despite the recent string of
bad news, it would seem that
the desire to go on a cruise is
still strong. Carnival spokeswoman Jennifer de la Cruz said
Monday that although the
cruise line had offered passengers departing on Monday's
sailing of the Fascination an
option of refunds or rebooking,
reservations for only 45 out of
1,025 cabins were canceled.
In fact, while shares of
many cruise lines' stocks has
fallen significantly since the
spate of illnesses, the total pershare earnings was affected by
only a penny.
Biology freshman, Rica
Charles, is one of those willing
to risk it, "Going on a cruise is a
once in a life time experience
and since the cruise ships know
the problem, hopefully they
have setup measures to ensure
the well being of their passen•

gers."
However,
sophomore
Biology
major,
Felixcia
Mendoza-Jones, begs to differ,
"I would not go on a cruise
knowing this information. How
would I know how well the
cruise line cleans its facilities
[dishes, sheets] and whether
the onboard food and water
was clean also?"
Viral outbreaks are pretty
difficult to prevent commented
Carnival
President
Bob
Dickinson according to reports.
He added, "We can have this
sh ip perfectly sanitized... [but
ii] somebody comes on board
with the virus, any efforts you
have up to that time are for
naught.''
While it is true that the
virus can be transmitted from
person-to-person, simple precautions such as washing your
hands regularly and minimizing hand-to-mouth contact can
Jessen your chances of getting
infected.
The federal CDC and
Prevention has started its
investigation into the viral outbreak in an attempt to determine its cause, especially since
they have already entertained
the idea of a bio-terrorist
attack. They have since ruled
out onboard food and water.
Unfortunately, in many
cases, it is difficult to track
down the source of the virus.
"There are no laboratories that
are capable and certified as able
to detect Norwalk virus in food
samples," said Ilene Risk, epidemiology bureau manager for
the Salt Lake Valley Health
Department.

Energy Department and
Nevada Waste Dump
By Sean Jackman

Hilltop Staff Writer
On July 10 the senate voted
60 to 39 to override Nevada
Gov. Kenny Guinn's veto of the
Energy Department's decision
to begin construction of a permanent storage site for highly
radioactive nuclear waste from
power plants at Yucca
Mountain, about 100 miles
northwest of Las Vegas.
Now a suit, brought by the
Stlte of Nevada, the City of Las
Vegas and Clark County, has
been filed with the United
States Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit
which states that the site is
unsuitable for the containment
of such hazardous material.
The suit argued that the
natural features of the site are
not fitting for storage of the
waste for thousands of years.
The Engineering Department
estimated that if the engineered
man-made
barriers
are
breached, then the radiation
dose at tl1e site boundary will
be six times higher than the
rules allow after 1,000 years;
and after 3,000 years, the dose
will be 67 times higher.
The suit is more damaging
than previous attempts to reject
the proposed site since it
attacks the man-made barriers
that the department is building.
The Energy Department is
chiefly relying on the manmade barriers but the barriers
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The Yucca Mountain, proposed site of Nevada waste dump.
cannot be accurately predicted
to last for the 10,000 years
required by law. The suit also
explains how the Energy
Department originally thought
but backed away from the argument that the natural rock
alone would be sufficient to
contain the waste material.
The host rock at Yucca, a
ridge in the desert 100 miles
from • Las Vegas, is formed by
volcanic emissions. It is accepted that the primary means for
waste to escape would be in
rainwater seeping down from
the summit to the groundwater
way below. Officials originally
thought that it would take
somewhere between 9,000 and
80,000 years before the water
would flow from the repository
to the environment. However,
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upon discovering traces of cholrine-36 ( unnatural substance
produced from nuclear explosions), scientists concluded
that in 53 years, the waste
material had penetrated 800
feet. This meant that the water
could possibly reach the water
table in just over 50 years and
from there flow beyond the site
boundaries.
The Nuclear Waste Policy
Act states that the waste site's
natural geology should form the
primary isolation barrier,
meaning that the Energy
Department should not have to
rely on secondary and possibly
tertiary barriers, to control the
rate at which the waste material is reintroduced into the
accessible
environment.
However, their plan to combine

the natural rock structure \\ith
the man-made barriers abandons this mandate; a fact that
the suit also argues.
TI1e state of Nevada recent•
ly added the charge that they
are being burdening "ith the
chore of transporting and storing the waste material. "I have
only begun to fight, "said
Senator Harry Reid, the assistant majority leader, as he
explained that a proposition
from the US Constitution
requires that if 49 states are to
impose an undue burden on a
single state against its will then
a compelling objective basis
must be established. The present proposal ignores the
requirement of geologic isolation for the repository mandated by the 1982 federal law
which in effect offers no such
reason and shows contempt for
a law they enacted.
The site is envisioned to
open in 2010, but the battle is
far from over. Even if the challenges fail,
the Energy
Department still has three
years to present its proposal to
the
Nuclear
Regulatory
Commiss ion to license the
repository, as well as convince
the committee that their plans
will hold the material for the
required amount of time and
that transportation of the waste
material across the country will
be free from leaks, spills and
other such incidents.
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Grenada: The Spice
Isle of the Caribbean
Ria Marie Davis
Hilltop Staff Writer
Grenada or the "Spice Isle"
as it is usually dubbed is without a doubt one of the most
strikingly beautiful Caribbean
getaways. The island which is
located in the southeastern
Caribbean Sea and is the
southerrunost of the Windward
Islands, boasts a rustic and
untainted beauty like no other.
Its steep mountainous landscape extends thousands of feet
above sea level and tells of the
island's volcanic origin.
Discovered by Christopher
Columbus in 1498, Grenada
was originally inhabited by
Carib Indians but eventually
fell under British rule in 1783
after being controlled by the
French for ninety years.
The island's French past is
still evident however in the
names of places, its architecture and its strong Catholicism.
Columbus first named the
island Concepcion but Spanish
sailors renamed it Granada,
because of its lush greenery.
The French later adopted the
name Grenade, which was later
changed by the British to the
name Grenada.
The island is canvassed by
abundant spice trees and rare
tropical flowers, and has been a
staple source of products such
as nutmeg, cloves, ginger. cinnamon and cocoa. Grenada's
thriving tourist industry is
undeniably a result of the
island's numerous picturesque
beaches, most famously Grand
Anse Beach, which line the
shores with white or black sand
for miles around the expanse of
the island. Its coral reefs,
inland rivers and waterfalls,
lush rainforests and benutiful
mountain lakes make the
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island not only irresistible but
unforgettable.
Because of its beautiful
beaches and vast ecosystems,
the island offers a range of
activities such as yachting,
scuba diving and snorkeling,
walking, hiking and trekking,
deep sea fishing and a wide
range of water sports. St.
Georges which is the capital of
Grenada, hints to the French
influence on the island and is
one of the most unique and
beautiful
cities in
the
Caribbean. Shaped like a
horseshoe, St. Georges is surrounded by "dockside warehouses" and ruby roofs of near·
by homes and shops.
The average temperatures
on the island range from 75F to
87F and there are just two seasons. The dry season is usually

between the months of January to its spices as well as hometo May and the rainy season made jams and jellies.
Local festivals and fairs
runs from June to December;
but even in this period, rainfall showcase the rich culture and
is not frequent and seldom history of the Grenada, which
lasts for more than an hour.
still bears relics of the French
Grenada's population is and British battle for colonial
mixed, namely with citizens of rule, such as the sites of Fort
African, East Indian and George and Fort Frederick
European
decent,
with which overlook the St. Georges
Africans comprising the major- Harbour. In recent years, there
ity of the population at 75 per- has been marked de,·elopment
cent. Grenada's spice planta- on the island with the signifitions and rum distilleries are cant growth of its tourist industhousands of years old and still try; but Grenadians have taken
continue to use traditional the necessary steps to ensure
methods of manufacturing, that their island continues to
which place an emphasis on maintain its breathtaking natu"quality rather than quantity." ral beauty by taking great care
Local handmade crafts of their environment, through
such as batiks, printed textiles, the establishment of National
leather craft, jewelry and wood Parks to help preserve its vercan~ngs are the most popular dant rain forests and distincbuys on the island, in addition tive coral reefs.
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Grenada is known for its pristine beaches that offer a variety of water activities such as
yachting and deep sea fishing.

South
Korea Votes
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111e government of Rwanda
insists that even t11ough the
first group of Rwandan genocide suspects has been
released, they will still stand
trial for the estimated 800,000
people who were killed
between April and June 1994.
To the dismay of some of
the 1994 survivors, about
40,000 suspects are being
released on bail on the basis of
chronic overcrowding in prisons. Their release, the survivors
say could intimidate witnesses
to the trial.
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It is a new year, and amidst
the clamor of the North Korean
nuclear stand off, December 20
ushered in a new era in the history of South Korea, as Roh
Moo Hyun won the presidential
elections by popular vote.
Naturally, much of the late
campaigning related directly to
the current climate invoh~ng
the North Koreans and the
United States of America. Roh
Moo H}'\m's main promise was
to create distance between
Washington and Seoul, if only
figuratively; this given the fact
that South Korea has always
been a loyal ally of the United
States.
Roh (pronounced "No"), of
the
ruling
Millennium
Democratic Party, won by a
slim margin of 48.9% of the
vote to 46.6% marshaled by tl1e
leader of the Grand National
Party, Lee Hoi Chang. The
remainder of the votes was split
amongst four other presidential

candidates. This is the second
consecutive time that Lee was
defeated; in 1997 he lost to the
outgoing president Kim Dae
Jung.
In spite of traditional ties,
South Korea's pride has constantly been an issue of great
importance to its people. This
splinter is the result of the nonchalance of the American government that has become characteristic when dealing with
any matters relating to North
Korea. In fact, Rob's reputation
d~veloped due to the stamping
out of national esteem that
stemmed from progress with
North Korea, when President
Bush announced that North
Korea was part of an "a.xis of
evil" and said he did not trust
Kim Jong II, the North Korean
leader, according to the
Washington Post.
Lee and Roh also differed
on planned economic policies
with respect to North Korea.
111e United States and Lee both
wished
to
isolate
the
Pyongyang government economically as the assistance and
foreign currency they receive is
slowly being depicted. Roh's
readiness to continue these ties
with Kim Jong II obviously
tipped the scales in his favor
and will make for interesting
times ahead, as he has already
voiced his plan to try to bring
North Korea and the United
States together to discuss the
possibilities for peace in the
region as well as the endurance
of the nation of North Korea.
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Australia's trade deficit
reached its highest point in
over two years in November
because of their worst drought
in a century. The deficit is back
over A$1 biUion (US$576 million) for the first time since
August 2000 after having
increased for tweh•e successive
months.
The Australian government
however remains optimistic
about e.xport growth for this
year despite the drought and
trade deficit.
"Given these figures, the
government remains confident
that the mid-year economic
and fiscal outlook forecast of
export growth of 2% in
2002/03 remains on track,"
said Deputy Prime Minister
John Anderson in a press
release.
"These figures point clearly
to the continued strength of the
Australian economy relative to
our key trading partners, at the
same time as the continuing
importance of agriculture to the
national economy," he said.
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insurgents. The rebels have
been known to abduct students
from especially remote villages
across the country for some
time now.
Reports say that the students are forced to participate
in the cultural programs and
mass meetings of their abductors. Apparently, 140 students
were released in the western
district of Doti two weeks ago,
but no confirmation of the
number of students still being
held has been given by local
authorities or by the rebels
themselves.

Russia Freezes
The Russian Emergency
Situations Ministry has reported that under extreme temperatures as low as -45C, some
25,000 people in the northwestern region are suffering
without heating. Broken down
and old/ over-used heating systems have residents complaining to officials, who in turn are
complaining about the lack of
finances available to solve the
problem even though over
1,000 employees have been dispatched to try to alleviate the
problem.
According to Finnish scientists, the Baltic Sea, already
beginning to freeze over in
places, might become entirely
covered in ice for the first time
since 1948. The Gulf of Bothnia
and Gulf of Finland are reportedly already almost completely
iced over.

India and China
Race to the Moon

World Bank
Freezes Venezuela
Loans

Both countries are shaking
up the international space
scene with their space exploration plans for this year. China
expects to place an astronaut in
Venezuela, which supplies space by the end of the year,
13% of US oils demand and is and has intentions to explore
the fifth largest exporter of oil the Earth satellite. They expect
in the world, has been denied to be ready to send probes in a
distribution of $225 million in few years.
loans to their oil industry until
Depending on the results of
legal agreements have been their first manned flights into
concluded and political demon- low-Earth orbit, a Chinese
strations have settled down.
unmanned mission there would
Since December 2, right- be a possibility in about 10
wing business groups and years.
unions have been calling for the
To compete in the race, the
removal of democratically Indian Government, led by
elected President Hugo Chavez Prime Minister Atal Bihari
in rallies that have resulted in Vaypayee, has teamed up with
deaths on both sides.
Russian forces to try to beat the
Chinese to it.

India's Cricket
Tea,n in World
Cup Controversy

Beenie Man
Walks after Arrest

Two weeks ago, Moses
Davis, a.k.a. Beenie Man, was
stopped by local police wile
driving along Hope Road. St.
Andrew, Jamaica at about
2.30am. Davis, 29, along with
David Barton and Rohan
Smith- two other occupants of
the vehicle- were charged with
possession of 2.39 ounces of
ganja and driving an unlicensed vehicle without insurance and having no certificate
of fitness for the vehicle. Police
apparently stopped the vehicle
because only one headlight was
working.
Davis and Smith pleaded
not guilty to the charge of ganja
possession while Barton pleaded guilty. Barton was fined
Students Abducted $300 or ten days in jail, while
Davis and Smith walked free
after the prosecution stated
In recent weeks, there have that there was no evidence
been a number of students against them in relation to a
missing in the west of Nepal, drug charge.
believed to be taken by Maoist

Currently on tour in New
Zealand, the Indian cricket
team members have already
signed their World Cup contracts for the competition
which starts on February 9.
However, reports say that the
players are heading to a standoff with the International
Cricket Council (ICC)· organizers of the World Cup. The
Indian team playrs apparently
not agreed to the ICCs controversial clause that stales that
players are not allowed to
endorse personal or non-official sponsors up to 30 days
before and five days after the
World Cup.

by Maoist Rebels
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MEACSPORTS
Men's Bas k e tba ll
Delaware St. (3-0) 60
N.C. A & T (0-3) 50
Howard (1-2)
63
Bethune Cookma n (1-2)
58
Hampton (3-0)
91
Morgan State ( 1-3) 75
F lo rida

A & M (1 -2)

92
Md. Eastern Shore (0-3)
89

57
Coppin St. (2-2) 47
Norfolk (3-0)

\\'omen's Basketba ll
Bethun e Cookma n (2-1)

80
Howard ( 1-2)
73
Hampton (3-0)
80
Morgan State (0-4) 45

Florida A & M ( 1-2)
82
Md. Eastern Shore (0-3)
78

.,

White Hits West
Tracy White Up to
Par in Shrine Game
By Melanie M. Clarke
Contributing Writer

Tracy White recorded two
solo tackles in Saturday's East
West Shrine Game held in San
Francisco. TI1e only Division I-AA
player in the game, White made
his presence known when he
downed West run ning back
Maleafou MacKenzie from USC
for a loss of three yards.
The first player from Howard
University to be chosen for the
East squad, White has earned the
nickname "Quiet Stonn" from his
teammates on the field because of
his silent demeanor, yet e.xplosive
play. That being the case, El Nino
hit California once again on
Saturday.
No one on the coaching staff
was surprised to find that White
was selected for the East West
game, because scouts are very
well aware of White's talent.
"Every NFL team has been
in here at least three or four
times," Howard football coach
Ray Petty said.
·r was surprised. ..it's a good
opportunity for me to showcase
my talent," White said on
Thursday night before the game.
He felt his time at Howard prepared him for playing in the
Shrine game and was hopeful
about the opportunity presented.
•·1 was ready for everything.
I'm moving faster than everybody
out here; White said. "They don't
treat you like a Division 1-M
player.•
While his talent may have
spoken to his new teammates, his
school name was still branded on
his helmet, and White felt the
effects when the roster was written up, saying "I'm not starting,
so I'm trying to find a way to get
on the field. It's a little different
for me," White said before the
gan1e, "If [a guy's] from a different team, I can·t do anything
about it.''
This was a chance for White,
which few players in the NCAA
will ha,·e east of the Mississippi.
To play for Notre Danie Head
Coach Tyrone Willingham is an
honor among college football
players.

"Tyrone Willingh am is a
great coach. He's someone you
want to play for," White said.
White, a two- time MEAC
Defensive Player of the Year, is an
expected choice for the AllAmerican team for the second
time. He played eveiy game his
four seasons at Howard
University, despite a hamstring
injury in the 2002 season that
kept him out of warm-ups for the
University of Maine game.
"He had a very serious injuiy
in the Ham pton game that would
have put most people out for
tlu-ce to four weeks easily. 'That
affected h is accolades probably,"
Pettvsaid.
·•People know about Tracy
White; said Bison Defensive
Coordinator Keith Gilmore,
pointing out that White is not
Howard's best-kept secret. "He's
going to play somewhere .. .I definitely see him playing at a professional level somewhere."
Howard's
Sports
Information Director Ed Hill,
fields the inquiries about White
and said, "He has received more
individual awardG during his
four-year career at Howard tl1an
any other student athlete in
school history."
His teammates and coaches
were pulling for him back home,
wishing ltlrn the best this weekend as well as in the future.
•r felt that his performance
was solid," said fellow teammate
and wide receiver, Shaun Miller.
"He answered the questions of
the critics, he did what he was
supposed to do. I tlunk Trac)'s
going to have a well-deserved
career in the NFL. Whoever
takes Tracy in the NFL, he's going
to gh·e them 100 percent.·
Strong
safety
Brian
McDonald commented about the
two and a halfyears he spent witl1
White, includil1g one year as his
roommate.
"It's been great. He's so fast.
He makes most of the plays run•
ning sideline to sideline. He just
makes a lot of plays."
White has tl1e story of all stories to be told. Manv have come
to know that his father became
blind when White was just six
year.; old and began to help care

Column

File Photo

Tracy White evades yet another tackle
for him, learning the important
lessons of patience and appreciation in the process, qualities that
a re apparent in his demeanor
today.
Even Joy Jeffreys, the

administrative assistant for the
football team, feels the effects of
White's upbringing. saying, "He's
a real good kid...l'm proud to
know him.''
Coach Petty summed up

everyone's thoughts when he
said,· It would have been great to
coach him another year...He will
be missed, no doubt. Everyone
,,ishes hin1 well."

NFL Playoff Recap

Sports: Rise or Fall
By Thoma~ J Savage Jr
Sports &litor

Hampton. Fans eagerly p.1cked
Burr and took advantage of the
opportunity to show off new
It is time for all Howard Christmas outfits.
University sports fans to tum
Bison fans were left disapour concentration to the most pointed as the men dropped two
e.xciting time in all of sports, the in a row witl1 a skeleton crew.
NFL playoffs. The playoffs are a There were brief moments of
time where one miscue can be excitement throughout the
the difference between a crowd. However, each was
$300,000 bonus, or sitting at quickly ended by a basket by tl1e
home and getting a tas te of foot• opposing team or an abrupt
ball as a spectator.
stop in play by the band.
Football
has
already Perhaps the most e.xciting times
unleashed its cruel \\Tllth on occurred when starting quarterfan-favorite Michael Vick, and back Donald Clark entered the
veteran Brett Favre, who were gan1e and the crowd had somebotl1 unable to carry their teams tlling to cheer about.
into the NFC championship
'TIie Lady Bison arc still trygame. Some people just run out ing to find a way to gel without
of steam, luck, or "mojo". the help of two-time MEAC
Whatever it may be, the player of the year, Andrea
Tennessee Titans had plenty of Gardner. After the Lady Bison
it as they beat the Steelers, after lost to Bethune Cookman, 80two previous misses, in over- 73, on Saturday, they fell to 1-11.
time with a field goal.
TI1e Lady Bison look to turn it
Whal about the San around as they take on FAMU
Francisco 49ers? The 49ers bat• and N.C. A&.'f this week.
tled back from a 24-point deficit
Perhaps the two free throws
against the Giants just to fly all by Mario Grove to guarantee a
the way across the country and victory for the Bison against
get blasted by the Tampa Bay Bethune Cookman this weekBuccaneers. I am sure that end is enough to get the team
Terrell Owens had a great going. Although tl1e rocky 3-9
touchdown celebration planned start does not look too good on
for this game. Whatever clever paper, the men still have a pret•
and outlandish celebration ty good chance to make a strong
Owens can1e up ,,ith, it looks showing during the rest of the
like he will have to save it for the season. Who knows, the return
Pro Bowl, as he was held to just of guards Louis Ford and
four receptions for 35 yards.
Hekima Jackson may be all tl1at
Tirrough all of the playoff is needed to give the Bison help
excitement, Bison fans had to in the backcou rt and turn
show tl1eir loyalty and support around a somewhat dismal seathe basketball teams as they son.
took on Norfolk State and rival

By T e r ez A. Pay lor
Hilltop Staff Writer

Titans Down
Steelers in
Controversial
Finish
In an exc1tmg, seesaw battle
Saturday, the Ten nessee Titans eliminated the Pittsburgh Steelers 34-31 from the
NFL playoffs with a last second 26-yard
field goal by Joe Nedney. Where's the
controversy? On the play before, Nedney
had j ust m issed a 31-yard field goal that
would have won the game for the Titans.
Pittsburgh players were starting to celebrate unt il they saw the flag. Pittsburgh 's
Dewayne Washington was called for running into the kicker, and t hat gave
Nedney another shot at the field goal.
Nedney m ade the kick. Directly afterwards, Pittsburgh head coach Bill Cowher
was seen chastising the referee that made
the call. Needless to say, Cowher was not
too pleased after the gam e. "For a game
to be decided on that call is ludicrous,"
said Cowher. •A gam e can't be decided
because a kicker takes two steps and we
have someone slide into him." Neither
team ran the ball particularly well, but
Ten nessee's Frank Wycheck came up big
in the passing game ,vitl1 10 receptions
and 123 yards.

Eagles Stifle Vick,
Falcons
Michael Vick and the Atlanta Falcons
had no answer for the ferocious Philly
defense, losing Saturday night, 20-6 in
Philadelphia. Vick was harassed all night,
and the Eagle defense sacked him three
times, forced him to throw two intercep•
lions, and held him to just 30 yards rushing. Any questions surrounding QB
Donovan McNabb's health were
answered, as McNabb went on to com•
plete 20 of 30 passes for 247 yards and a
touchdown. Philly cornerback Bobby
Taylor set the tone early with a 39-yard
interception return for a touchdown.
With the score 13-6. Philly kicker David
Akers made two field goals. in the second
half to seal the game for the Eagles. This
game was dominated by defense. as nci•
ther team finished with over 100 yards
rushing.

Tampa Bay Pounds
Niners' 31-6
The Buccaneers are one step closer to
their ultimate goal of the Super Bowl, and
Sunday's game again st the Niners'
proved their determination. In the second quarter, after a Jeff Chandler field
goal made the score 14-6 and brought the
Niners' to within eight, NFL defensive
p layer of tl1e year Derrick Brooks and the
Bucs defense put the clamps down and

shut out San Francisco the rest of the
way. Tampa went on to score two more
touchdowns before the end of the half to
make the score 28-6 and all but end th e
Niners' playoff hopes. Tampa Bay run ning back Mike Alstott ran for 60 yards
and two touchdowns, while quarterback
Brad Johnson threw for 196 yards and
two touchdowns. San Francisco's flam boyant VlR Terrell Owens was held to a
mere 35 yards on four receptions.

Raiders Rout Jets
The physical Oakland Raiders were
just too much for the New York Jets, and
they prevailed in a 30-10 rout. Oakland
won beh ind the passing of league MVP
QB Rich Gannon. who completed 20 of
30 passes for 283 yards and two touchdowns. The game was tied 10-10 a t halftime, bu t the Raiders pulled away in the
second half, due in large part to the
aggressive and nasty Oakland defense. In
the 3 rd quarter, the Raider defense inte r•
cepted Jets QB Chad Pen n ington twice,
and forced him to fumble two times as
well. WR Jerry Porter took over offensively for the Raiders, catching six passes
for 123 yards, including a so-ya rd touchdown strike from Gann on.
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Bethune-Cookman Holds on Bison Basketball Makes
To Defeat Lady Bison
Room for Quarterba~k
By Tcrcz A. Paylor

Hilltop Staff Writer
After an emotional win
against
Norfolk
State
Wednesday, the Lady Bison
basketball team was looking to
carry that momentum into
Saturday's game vs. the
Bethune-Cookman
Lady
Wildcats. However, BethuneCookman's Edna Lastrappes
had ether plans.
Lastrappcs' 22 points led
the Wildcats with a 7-6 overall
record, 2-1 MEAC standing to
Bethune-Cookman's second
conference win of the season in
an 80-73 win over Howard.
This victory was certainly not
an easy one for the Lady

Wildcats. Howard's Simone
Agee had a career night with
22 points and five assists, and
was the main catalyst in an
exciting Howard rally.
The Lady Wildcats led by
as much as 16 after a Katie
Clark three-pointer that made
the score 66-50 with 6:44
remaining. Howard then went
on a 21-5 rally, culminated by a
Daisha Hicks basket with only
54 seconds left in the game.
With a 1-11 overall record, 1-2
MEAC standing, the Lady
Bison went on to miss shots on
their next three possessions
while Lastrappes, Kim James
and Erica Pickett combined to
make five free throws to seal
the game for the Lady

By Soraya McDonald

basketball team. This will be
his first time ever playing colHilltop Staff Writer
legiate basketba II. But why
There is a new, yet familiar would he start playing basketface on Howard Unh·ersity's ball when he is preparing to
men's basketball team. Unlike graduate soon?
"It's always been a dream
most new faces, he did not
transfer in at the beginning of of mine to play collegiate basthis semester, he's a fifth year ketball and it was an opportusenior at the Mecca. And while nity that was presented and I
many have grown used to wanted to take advantage of
hearing Donald Clark's name it,• said Clark, who played bas•
announced over a PA system, ketball when he was in high
this is the first year it has been school. With a squad depicted
announced within the walls of due to injuries and other cirThe Burr, rather than its usual cumstantes, head coach
presence through the speakers Frankie Allen thought it would
be a good idea to bring in
of Crecnc Stadium.
The 6'5 225-pound quar- Clark-known to friends and
terback from Statesville, NC is teammates as "DC".
now a fonvard on the men's
Clark has not received

Wildcats.
Hicks had 16 points and
five assists, and forward
Courtney Kirk added 12 points,
nine rebounds, and a careerhigh five blocks for the Lady
Bison. Guard Asia Petty had a
good outing, collecting nine
points and nine rebounds.
Lastrappes had plenty of
help. Center Lauren Forsthoff
had ten points and 13
rebounds before leaving the
game with a bmised knee, and
the aforementioned Clark
played outstanding, with 19
points and eight rebounds.

.

much playing time yet, since
he just recently joined the
team and has not been in
many practices with the team
When asked about Clark's
presence on the team Coach
Allen had much to say. ·we
look for him to make a significant contribution once he's
had some significant practice
time with us. He has a certain
amount of toughness and discipline. His leadership qualities will be invaluable. He is a
quick learner and has a good
work ethic.'" Spectators can
expect to see more of CC in
later games against North
Carolina A&T and South
Carolina State Universities.
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Quick Facts

A Breakdown of Domestic Violence
By Shaunice Alston
Hilltop Staff Writer

Domestic ,~olence can be
defined as an establishment of
control or power through
means of physical, emotional,
economical, or psychological
abuse. Domestic violence can
be a problem for both males
and females.
Domestic violence on college campuses is a microcosm
of domestic violence as a
whole. Many people do not
necessarily consider what happens to them domestic because
they are not married. However,
even if one is in a relationship
and there arc some things that
just do not seem right, in some
way, that can be considered
domestic violence.
In some cases, domestic
violence can be seen as battery.
Battery is the unlawful beating
of a person. Most people do
not know what domestic violence entails; therefore, when a
victim comes forward they go
with what they know.
Afshin Nili, a Psychology
intern at the Un iversity
Counseling Center works with
perpetrators of domestic violence, not necessarily people
on campus... Both victims and
perpetrators have experienced
domestic violence while growing up, which helps perpetuate
the cycle," Afshin said.

Men will often say, ·r just
pushed her; "She deserved it,"
or even "I only hit her once."
Afshin said that many times
perpetrators use break through
defenses such as these to deny
or externalize the blame.
Some men are not aware
that they are committing
domestic violence. "Only when
they [men] are in trouble and
have to go to anger management classes do thev realize
that what they hav• done is
domestic violence," Afshin
said.
Domestic violence follows
a vicious cycle. Tension builds
and is triggered, causing a violent outburst: physically, mentally, emotionally, or economically. After the violence, there
is the ;honeymoon phase.'
During this phase, perpetrators profess their undying love,
send flowers, candy, anything
to make it look like they are
sorry, until the tension builds
up and the cycle starts over
again.
Taiwan
Lovelace,
a
Psychology intern at the
University Counseling Center,
works wiLli victims of domestic
violence, not necessarily peo•
pie on campus. "Pomestic violence is in no way normal, just
acceptable. They [women]
know they need to get out and
don't know how," Taiwan said.
Having a safety plan is very

voman is beaten
every 15 seconds
Bureau of Justice
Statistics, Report to thz
nation on Crime and
Justice, Oct. 1983)

Graphic by Chandra Anderson
A woman Is beaten every 15 seconds

important. Come up with
emergency numbers, friends to
call, cash on the side, or even a
place to go where you don't
need cash, but still have access
to resources such as food.
"Safety is the best defense for
anyone in a abusive or domestic violent situation," Taiwan
said.
In most domestic violence
cases it is hard for friends to be
supportive because the question 'Why do you stay' constantly haunts their minds. It is
very important that as a friend
you try not to be judgmental or
critical. The best thing anyone
can do for a friend in an abu-

Malik-16 & H.E.A.T
Whut'z Really Good?
Grade: B+
By Jennifer L. Williams
Hilltop Staff Writer

In the world of Howard
University, everyone knows
someone who has aspirations
to break into the music business and make it big. However,
trne talent is generally not easy
to find. With this being said.
finding lyrical ,~ton mix tapes
such as Whut'z Really Good
help us as students regain faith
in the plethora of MC's on our
campus.
Meet Malik Sharif and
Brandon Carter, the dynamic
duo that make up Malik - 16
and H.E.A.T, respectively.
Sharif, a junior Film and
Psychology major, and Carter,
a junior Advertising and
Marketing major, decided to
embark upon the Whut'z
Really Good project mainly to
gain exposure. "We want people to hear our music, and to
find out what we are all about"
Brandon stated
However, in order to complete
the album, the duo sacrificed
many things in order to create

the lyrical Good. "We finished
the album in two weeks, so different areas suffered," explains
Malik. "Dealing "~th all
nighter recording sessions and
not being able to devote a lot of
time to schoolwork was difficult, but everything turned out
well."
Whut'z Really Good turned out
very well . For a mere 3 dollars,
listeners can enjoy introspective lyrics laced over recognizable beats such as Missy's
"Work It" and LL Cool J's
"Love You Better... Malik-16
and H.E.A.T have the skill to
deftly rap about a plethora of
topics while keeping the mood
light and at times, down right
amusing. "We don't take ourselves too seriously, and we
definitely had fun while working on the project; said
Brandon. Malik said, "We're
here to entertain our fellow
peers and to create a platform
to speak on cognitive subjects."
1be mix tape also shines primarily because of the many
tracks pertaining to Howard
and campus life. For example,
the
comical
"H.U.
Commandments..
is
an

sive relationship is to support.
"1bey [women] don't leave a
domestically violent situation
until it is violent to the point
where they are afraid for their
life. Help with the safety plan,
encourage your friend, don't
berate them [fighting or arguing] it will only help perpetuate
the violence," Taiwan said.
There are hotlines and groups
for both victims and perpetrators of domestic violence. Such
support groups teach how to
become empowered, to identify what is and is not normal for
a relationship, and encourage
the use of safety first.

American Medical
Association, 1992)

Nationally, 50% of all
homeless women and
children are on the
streets because of vioOne in five women viclence in the home
timized by their spouse
(Senator Joseph Biden,
or ex-spouse report they U.S. Senate C0mmittee
had been victimized over on Judiciary, Violence
and over again by the
Against Women: Victims
same person (The Basics of the System, 1991)
of Batterer Treatment,
Common Purpose, Inc.)
Resources
\.Vomen of all cultures,
Hou,,a,-d University
races, occupations,
Resourrns Outside Resources
income lc,·cls, and ages
Howard UniuasitlJ
are battered- by husCounseling Cente,bands, boyfriends, lovers
Campus Police
and partners (Surgeon
General Antonia
Women ofAll Faces
Novello, as quoted in
I
House ofRuth
Domestic Violence:
Battered Women, publi- DC Coalition Against
cation of the Reference
Domestic Violence
Department of the
Domestic Violence Support
Cambridge Public
Center
Library)
One in four pregnant
women have history of
pa1tner violence
(Journal of the

My Sister's Place

,.

Britain Mourns Recent Loss
of Musical Visionaries

••

unorthodox guide about how
to best get by at Howard
University, with lines like
"We're closin' our focus today
on ways/ you can still get past/
while you skip your class;
and • Withdraw from them
classes if you havin' a hard
time/ I dropped so many classes that I'm part-part time."
·while every track on the mix
tape can hold it's own, standouts include "Love or Lust",
"Come
Over"
(Anytime,
Anyplace), and "Rework it", to
name
a
few.
'v\1lmt'z Really Good is a project full of solid, entertaining
material that ,~II be sure to get
at least a chuckle out of any
Howard student. Good is also
pleasurable primarily because
neither Malik - 16 nor H.E.A.T
O\'e rpowcr each other with
their respective flows, which
highlights the rapport between
the two. Moreover, upon listening to the album, it
becomes clear that both men
are able to hold their own lyrically. Definitely do yourself a
favor and pick up a copy of
Whut'z
Really
Good.

By Jesse Robert
OSU Daily Barometer (Oregon
State U.)

town in Queensland, Australia,
Hansen was taught to sing by
her mother, an opera singer.
After relocating to England in
(U-WIRE) CORVALLIS, 1988, Hansen joined up ,~th
Ore. - British music lost two the Wolfhounds, meml>ers of
influential figures this ,~nter which would go on to form
break, cappmg off a year Stereolab. She also made
already saddened by the sud- appearances on albums by
den death of John Entwistle, Brokcback, Mouse on Mars,
bassist for the legendary band, and the High Llamas.
the Who. The deaths came
Although the future of
roughly a year after the loss of Stcreolab is at this point
the Beatles' George Harrison unknown, there arc many who
to cancer in late 2001.
will
undoubtedly
miss
J oe Strummcr, lead-vocal- Hansen's contributions to
ist and songwriter for the Stereolab's sound. Reported
Clash, arguably punk rock's fans of the band include the
second-most influential band, Beastie Boys, Metallica, Sonic
was found dead of an apparent Youth, Bad Religion, Elliott
heart-attack in his home on Smith and Sleatcr Kinney.
Dec. 22. Strnmmer was 50.
The death of the Clash's
To add to the season's Strummer came as an equal
tragedy, Mary Hansen, vocalist surprise to the British musical
and guitarist for experimental community. Follo\\~ng the
electronic
visionaries death of two other punk icons,
Stereolab, was struck and Joey and Dee Dee Ramone of
killed by a delivery truck while the Ramones, Strummer's
riding her bike in downtown passing brought ,~th it a feelLondon on Dec. 9. She was 36. mg of solemnity to the music
Stereolab is regarded by world at large.
many to be one of the UK's
One of the first bands to
most prog.rcssive electro-pop inject their music ,~th a peracts, mfusing the basic cle- sonal outcry toward questionments of German glitch-rock- able politics, the Clash remain
ers such as Neu!, ,~th French as important now as ever in the
pop, lounge, and hip-hop aes- grand scope of rock history.
thetic, into what the band Strummer s lyrics carried ,~th
refers to as "Spacepop:'
them a dire insistence to be
Hansen joined the band in self-aware and to, as he would
1992, coinciding with ''Peng!," say, ·trust your own judgetl1e band's first major release. ment."
She contributed ~catly to the
Political and economic
band's years of critical success. conditions J.>er\'ading throughOriginally from a small out Britain 111 the nud and late

1970s prompted an outcry
from disenfranchised British
youth in the form of the punk
movement. Feeling a similar
form of alienation as the rest of
the era's youth, Strummer
formed his own band after
attending his first Sex Pistols
concert.
The Clash put forth their
first recording effort in the
summer of 1976 - a self-titled
album hailed by Rolling Stone
as the most definitive punk
record ever made. Despite frequent linc•uP. changes and a
g~neral inability to get along
with one another, the band
went on to release five more
studio albums in the UK, in
addition to myriad seven-inch
records, EPs, compilations and
a boxed set.
Strummer worked ,~th his
own band, the Mescaleros,
since the latter part of the
1990s. Although the world
never got to witness a fullyrealized Clash reunion show,
their inclusion into the Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame did
prompt Mick Jones, the band's
origin al guitarist, to join
Strummer on stage for the
encore of a Mescaleros show
on Nov. 15, last year. It was the
first live collaboration between
the two members since the
mid-198os.
There is an undeniable
emptiness left behind following the passing of visionaries
such as Stru111111er and
Hansen. Music ,~II miss them.

Splinter Cell Quickly Becomes XBOX Fan Favorite
By John Waterman
Mississippian
Mississippi)

•'fifth freedom," which is
basically t he right to kill anyone who interferes with the
completion of his mission. As
(U-WIRE)
OXFORD, one ad for the game puts it,
Miss. - Tom Clancy and the "a dead witness isn't really a
developers at Ubi Soft have witness."
created something special
The
first
level
in
with "Splinter Cell." This new "Splinter Cell" requ ires you
X-Box game places you in the t o maneuver Sam through
role of Sam Fisher, NSA the city of T'Bilsi, Georgia
operative and the stealthiest (that's the one near Russia,
trained killer this side of by the way). You're required
Metal Gear Solid. Sam is a to rescue an informant from
"Splinter Cell," or agent, who an exploding warehouse,
doesn't officially exist.
then make your way through
Instead of a license to the heavily patrolled streets.
kill, Sam has been granted Then you get to sneak
the somewhat disturbing through a police station with
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even more guards to find
information vital to the success of the mission.
Note the use of the word
''sneak." This is not an action
game. Attempting to kill
everyone in your path will
usually result in your death.
Several missions in the game
do not allow you to kill anyone.
Besides, it's far more fun
to think of other ways to deal
with the enemy. Bottles and
cans can be picked up and
thrown to distract guards;
Sam can hang from walls and
drop down on his enemies to
knock them out. Later in t he

game, you get several James sewer grate and you'll walk
Bond-type gadgets that also through the slits of light filmake disabling or killing the tering down from the street.
enemy a lot easier. Oh, and if Besides being eye-candy,
you do feel the need to shoot these elements figure into
your way th rough, get up gameplay. Sticking to the
close and aim for the head, shadows helps you avoid
because othe rwise it takes a detection, and if you accidenlot of precious ammo to down tally cast your shadow th e
an enemy.
wrong way, the guards come
The graphics are another running.
huge selling point. The texThe only caveat with
tures are near-photo realis- "Splinter Ce ll" is some
tic, but the real stars of the gam ers may lose patience
show are tbe lights and shad- with the stealthy aspect.
ows. Walk into a room and Those who are looking to lay
shoot out the lights, and the waste to everyone in their
room ge ts dark in all the path need not apply. Also,
right places. Pass under a every now and th en the game

The Hilltop

falls vict im to pointless
design choices. Some doors
ar c always
inexplicably
locked and barred, and you
cannot pick up the weapons
of fallen enemies. This was
probably done to keep the
game more tightly focused,
but it makes you wonder how
much cooler the game would
be if it wasn't so linear.
All in all, "Splinter Cell"
is a great game. The combination of flawless graphics
and innovative gameplay
make it something that
should not be passed up.
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No Draft Yet!
Cartoons court<:1>y ofcagle.slate.msn. com

Our View:

Does EVERYTHING·
Support Terrorism?
t is no secret that terrorism is a real
issue for Americans in the year 2003.
For over a year, since the events of
September 11, 2001, it has been something
that has preoccupied our country. Now, it
seems that people have become so anxious
in the war on terrorism that it has gone
from a national movement to individual
vigilante
efforts.
People have
come up with
links between
the
most
unlikely
things
and
our national
security.
One such case is tl1e pursuit of local
radio personality Arianna Huffington to
lobby against the purchase of Sports Utility
Vehicles, or SUV's. According to
Huffington, tl1e high gas consumption of
these vehicles supports terrorism since
gasoline comes from the Middle East,
where many of tlie terrorist networks are
stationed. She believes that the large
dependence on Iraqui oil, Saudi oil, and the
like are aiding governments witli ill inten-

I

of draftees. Rangel's plan is to more equally
draft members of upper, middle, and lower
income brackets.
It is good that Rangel's plan aims to eliminate the event of poorer men being more likely
to be drafted
over those with
more money.
After all, thirty
five percent of
those currently
enlisted in the
Perhaps one of
military
are
the
clearest
minorities, and
indications of
twenty percent
the possibility
are
Black. This
of a military
is
largely
disproportionate
to
the
twelve
percent
draft being reinstated is Congressman Charles
Rangel's proposal to modify the draft. In brief, of the American population that Blacks comhis bill would establish a system in which all prise.
Though these changes would definitely be
American men and women, as well as legal permanent residents, ages eighteen to twenty-six, important if the draft were to be reinstated, we
would be subject to military or alternative serv- feel it is unnecessary to even discuss the instituice. Rangel, of the fifteenth district of New York, tion of the draft at this point. There js no shortbelieves that the draft should be reinstated with age of troops as of yet, so there is no need to
modifications. The modifications would serve interrupt tl1e lives of un-enlisted men and
to make the draft more fair and unbiased, with women for the war effort.
no regard for the race or socioeconomic status

ecently. it has become clear that war is
unpending. Thus, there has been talk of
e-instituting the draft. This type of news
is most disturbing to college age Americans. To
think that that many Howard University students could be
•
summoned to
go to war overseas is almost
unfathomable.

tions. In other words, she proclaims that
with every trip to tlie pump, SUV drivers
are helping terrorists to purchase guns.
Huffington's opposition to tlie sale,
purchase, and use of SUV's may be good in
tl1at it is undoubtedly an environmentally
conscious effort. However, to scare SUV
owners into thinking themselves supporters of terrorism is a drastic measure.
In a world
market,
money flows
through
so
many different channels
that
it
is
impossible to stop all links to money that
may eventually support terrorists.
People need to stop being so paranoid about things tliat we have no control
over, such as whose hands our gas money
ends up in. Everything we buy does not
support terrorism. Ironically, what we are
supporting is the goal of terrorists - to rule
our lives through fear. It is important for us
not to let our lives be completely altered by
our obsession witli stopping terrorism.

OurView: ·

Some people are going too far
in their pursuit to stop the
support of terrorism.

While Rangel's plans to reform
draft policies are good, it is too
soon to re-institute the draft.

THE HILLTOP
The Nation's Largest Black Collegiate Newspaper
Lauren Bayne Anderson
£ditor-i11-Chief

Kerry-Ann Hamilton

Campus Editor

Governor Ryan to be
Commended
or decades there has been an underlying aspect of the death penalty that
does not s it well with the
African-American community or any
socially conscious individual. That is that
the
death
penalty
is
biased.
Whether you
are for capital
punishment
or against it, it
is hard to
deny that the
death
sentence has appeared to have a tendency to be
applied toward minorities more so than
Whites. Because this tendency has become
more and more obvious tluoughout the
years, many state governments have opted
to place moratoriums on the death penalty
while formal investigation into tlie link
between murder convictions, race, and sentencing are being conducted.
Governor George Ryan of Illinois
took this one step further when he recently
pardoned four death row inmates who he
believes were wrongly convicted and tortured by police. Ryan, a once staunch supporter of the death penalty, believes that if
these four men could be wrongly convicted,
tlien there is no telling how many otl1er
innocent men and women are facing letlial

F

Alysha Cobb

Life & Style Editor
Thomas Savage Jr.

Our View:

Governor Ryan's decision to
convert death sentences to life
imprisonment is commendable.
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injection. As a result, Governor Ryan plans
to convert the deatli sentences of all one
hundred and sixty people on Illinois's death
row to terms of life in prison.
Governor Ryan has taken the initiative to do
some thin g
pos i tive
despite
the
unorthodox
nature of his
decision and
the backlash
h e will probably
receive
from his conservative constituents. He
should be commended for his objectivity in
looking at the current state of the death
penalty.
Meanwhile in Maryland, Governor
Bob Erlich has plans to prematurely lift the
moratorium on the deatli in Maryland. This
decision can only be made if there is conclusive evidence showing that the deatli
penalty is not unequally applied in the basis
of race, class, or any other inconsequential
factor. It is up to us as socially conscious
and educated individuals to urge our individual governors to follow in the footsteps
of Governor Ryan to ensure that innocent
people are not being executed as a result of
instihttionalized biases.
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Mcmaging Editor

Office Manager
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The ID Card
Joshua Gray
August 17, 2000. I arrived at Howard
University for the first time. As I looked
around the historical campus, my body felt
paralyzed, and my eyes opened wider, like I
had just won the lottery. Even though I
obviously knew I was attending a historically black college, I was still amazed to see
hundreds, even thousands of AfricanAmericans all attending college.
That day, when I was looking at the
Howard campus and its students, I was seeing legacy, diversity, and leadership. But
now, after three years here, I realize that I
am seeing something else as well.
Underneath those layers of legacy, diversity
and leadership, I see something else. I see
students who don't seem to respect that heritage.
Here we are at the most prestigious
university for African- Americans in the
entire country, a place where opportunity
abounds, and what do I see? Dozens, even
hundreds of students imitating criminals,
thugs, and losers.
On the Howard University campus
it's considered cool to dress, talk, and act
like you came from the streets. We have
classrooms full of middle class students pretending to be from Compton or the South
Bronx. So, what's wrong with that? Many
college kids experiment and show independence from their parents in their dress,
speech, and actions.
However, in this case, by acting like
street thugs, Howard University students are
disrespecting our culture and our people.
Instead of imitating and admiring success
stories - artists, doctors, politicians, and the
like, we are imitating the worst of our cultures, drug dealers, and others who are
doing nothing productive with their lives.
There's nothing romantic about the
streets. I grew up in the West Oakland Acorn
Projects, and then in a crime- ridden, lowincome
neighborhood
in
Berkeley,
California. Everyday I witnessed petty
crimes, drugs uses. drug dealers, and occasionally a violent crime. When I was five, my
sister and I were so poor, we had to eat

canned foods only, and sometimes I had to
wear my sister's underwear because I didn't
have enough to last me more than four days.
Believe me, why would anyone want imitate
such a sordid life style?.
The tendency for African-Americans
to identify with society's outcasts and downtrodden has historical precedent. Back in the
days of slavery, the field slaves were more
respected among their fellow slaves than the
house slaves who were considered Uncle
Tom~. The field slaves were considered more
nob,e than the house slaves who were
accused of trying to be too white. There is a
similar dynamic going on today. Middle class
African-Americans who speak perfect
English, who are proud of where they come
from, are accused by other AfricanAmericans of acting "too white," and not
being authentic. Are we not open minded
and, successful enough, as a people, to
accept an educated and sophisticated
African-American experience as legitimate?
Why is the street culture the only legitimate
expression of black culture? Are we not more
diverse and successful than that? Why are so
many of us ashamed to be successful, and
educated?
By young African-Americans imitating and admiring unsuccessful AfricanAmericans, we are choosing the wrong role
models. It is not healthy to have gangster
rappers and drug dealers as our primary role
models. When I was growing up in the projects, the people in the neighborhood I
admired the most were the luxury-car driving, drug dealers who sold my mother crack
and heroin in our own apartment. When I
see young men walk around Howard looking
not much different from them, I get upset.
We need more positive role models.
Even more importantly, each of us
here at Howard should be proud of ourselves, and what we have accomplished. We
should consider ourselves role models to
each other, and we shouldn't be wasting our
time acting like or imitating losers. We
should just be exactly who we are - a diverse
group of striving African-Americans who are
trying to improve our place in the world.
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We Need Your Perspectives!

My Expression
Monica Almond
Being a young black woman on the verge
of commencement I feel the need to express
my thoughts with the masses on some very
important issues that I have come to
acknowledge and appreciate from my time
here at Howard. In my two very short years
here my thoughts and feelings about life
have changed and I owe it all to you.
First off I would like to CONGRATULATE the women on this campus for their
warm-heartedness and open arms that cradled me on my arrival, kept their eyes open
for me and showed me the ropes about how
to duck and dodge the sisters that felt it necessary to use others for their personal gain
and then dump them like their month-old
hair pieces once they accomplished their
particular goal. Unfortunately, I can only
think of a few sisters who have kept it real
with me. It breaks my heart to see women,
but black women in particular, act frigid
with one another and not appreciate the
other for her success. As black women, it is
important to understand the need for unity
and strength and most importantly respect
amongst ourselves in order to prevail in a
society that counts us as last.
Second, I find it fascinating to sit in my
classes, semester upon semester and
observe what hundreds of mommies and
daddies are spending their money on; stud~nts who try to cheat their way out of
exams, con their way out of assignments,
and then get mad at their professors for
their "unwarranted" grade. Is this your idea
of higher learning? Scholarship is one of the
most essential achievements for the
advancement of our culture and far too
often does it fall by the waste side. Less
than 200 years ago we probably would have
never had the opportunity or would have
had to risk our lives for it and now it seems
that so many of us take it for granted.

tude and appreciation to everyone who is
involved in some type of community service,
mentorship, or peer-to-peer uplift program
while you have struggled to maintain your
academics throughout your school career.
Reaching and giving back is critical for the
mind, body and soul. Many of you say you
arc too busy with coursework, school organizations and work that you don't have time
to volunteer 4 hours a week with America's
Promise or participate in a 2 hour
walkathon that benefits the homeless or
those with the AIDS virus. Are you seriously that busy? Let's not forget about the condition we're in and the sullen condition that
many other people are in and extend our
services from time to time. Out of the
10,000 students here there should be at
least 500 members of Circle Kand the same
amount for America's Promise if not more. I
don't believe their numbers are anywhere
near that figure.
No one is perfect and I don't mean to
sound critical. It is just time to seriously
wake up. From an expression that I coined
last Spring let's "wake up" HU! Be a brother to your brother and a sister to your sister.
Find the time to prepare yourself for class
and indulge in intellectual stimulation of
the mind. Don't waste your time here.
Become a servant instead of a leech. It's not
what Howard can do for you it is what you
can do for Howard and the world. You'll
find that once you've reached your last
semester, you begin to look back at your
time here. When your time comes, ask yourself what have you done that benefited
someone other than yourself? How many
brothers or sisters have you affected positively? How much of your free time did you
give to mentor an area student or help feed
the homeless? Think about it and work to
change your habits before your situation
results in a habitual pattern of self-gratification that will soon destroy your self worth.

Send your views, thoughts,
and feelings, or whatever is
on you mind to Cassaundra
at TheSongstressCC@hotmail.com. Your writing
could appear in the next
edition of The Hilltop! Also,
if you are interested in cartooning for the Hilltop and
you think you've got what it
takes, contact Cassaundra
as well. Thanks!

Lastly, I SINCERELY extend my grati-
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every additional five words.
Individuals advertising for
the purpose of announcing a
service, buying or selling are
charged as local companies
with a rate of $10 for first 20
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Spring Break
SPRING BREAK 2003 is now
sponsored by Student F;,pre$S!
Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan,
Jamaica, Bahamas, South Padre,
Las Vegas, Florida, and Ibiza:
Book early and gel FREE
MEALS!
Student Express sponsors lhe
BEST PARTIES and is
NOW HIRING salaried
Salespeople, Campus Reps, and
On-site Slaff. Contact www.s1uden1express.com or
1-800-787-3787 for deluils.

#1 Spring Break Free Trips,
Drinks/Meals Lo" est Prices
Parlicsw/l\lTV/Jerry Springer
Featured w/MSNBCffravel
Channel
Better lhan ever!!
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Diva- Happy 21st
Birlhday!Now theres
exactly six more months
until mine! - lsba

Our Membership Package Has It's Advantages
8enlffll Include:
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Chandra we lo,·e you! But
we don t lo-e your
un-timely ways!
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Thanks Mr. Prince for the
glowing Recommendations.
I will make you proud at
Meet the Press.
-Kerry-Ano
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Erica Williams-- Thank
you for your bard work. It
is very much apreciated.
-- Leesa
Me■day, Ja■ Hry
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Some Will, Some Won't, So What WlU You Do?

Cel 1 (888) 239-7919

Hilllop staff: It s 2003 but
Cher still rocks.
--KA H
CAMP US ED ITOR
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www.ld.net/peg
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Costa Rica ..... $649
Paris ................... $578
Amsterdam .....$534
London .............. $555
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See bow much smoother
things go when we are all
on-time? Sunday, al 9!
Wednesdays al 9! Keep
up th e good wor k!
--Ei C
Happy birthday L eesa!

SP'RINa

#1 Spring Break Vacations!

Staff thanks for pulling
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco,
together these past two
Bahamas, l\laLatlan, Florida, S Padr . Issues with little to no
110% Best Prices!
lime. Tuesday you had
Book Now & gel Free Parties &
2 days to put together
Meals!
the paper and you really
group Oiseounls. Now Hiring
came through.
Campus Reps!
-- EiC and M.E.s
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummerlours,com
M.E.s, you are learning

B'R£AK

,s,c

2003

onLinE

www.statravel.com
»

on THE PliOnE

»

The

quickly. l m proud of
Attention Spring Breakers Travel
both of you.
Free 2003 Free trips, drinks & meal
Party w/ MTV Houes1 OestinaUons .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Jostf thanks for helpMost Reliable
Ing out on Tuesday and
www.sunspJashtours,com
Friday.
t -800-426-7710
-LBA & AC

on CAffiPUf

on THE JTREET
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For Rent
Jamal we came th r ough
on time, now you have
to!
'Il'll.O '.BJ OW 1!ir.O:In ?!llD!l)'ll~, l)!ll
11!!:1!., ~11b! 11tr1H'l-. ~00.100 lll'l:lll•
1;b;:i illl:l:D11Jtl1.
Cuil (202) .6ll~•'.UOl3 l!\ hlln
InBll~S!

I want my two dollars.

Budget meeting Tuesday
at 7:00pm The HIil top.
Editors Critique moved
t o 5:30 pm today. D on I
forget!

$:,.
,3at11aicat1 sf}:'le.

€ve,-):'bOd):''S invited.

Help Wanted

T o J onathan, my office
manager, the man who
keeps me sheltered from
the stragglers THANKS
for everythi ng!
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Cassaund r a keep u p
t he good work.

f

beer

Sz. rail drinks

Sp"'"9 B,-cak
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e veryday
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' 1 .800.648.4849
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